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Introduction {#sec1}
============

With the advent of modern, high-speed bioinformatics tools and high-throughput sequencing, reconstructing a human genome has gone from being one of the big challenges in genomics to standard protocol. Despite being a routine step in modern bioinformatics pipelines, there remains parts of the genome that are difficult to reconstruct using standard techniques. One such region is the immunoglobulin heavy chain locus (IGH), whose genes encode the foundation to the structure and development of antibodies. Although IGH genes are critical to the structure and function of the adaptive immune system of vertebrates, performing genotyping and copy number analysis of IGH genes remains challenging owing to the complexity of the region, which is one of the most dynamic regions of the human genome ([@bib23]).

Of the four classes of coding gene segments present in the IGH region, the Variable genes class (IGHV) plays a critical role in defining epitope binding affinity, as it completely contains two and partially contains the last of the three complementary-determining regions. However, many of the IGHV alleles are highly similar (see [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), which in combination with their short length of between 165 and 305 bp (mean of 291 bp) and the high number in an individual (can be greater than 50 functional genes \[[@bib25], [@bib17]\]), makes the problem of IGHV genotyping challenging. To further complicate the problem, the IGH region has been shown to contain many large structural variants (SVs), including segmental duplications, large insertions and deletions, and other copy number variants (CNVs) ([@bib25]). Finally, there are two non-functional orphons of IGH (on chromosomes 15 and 16) that have similar sequence to IGH ([@bib12]). As a result, classical reference-based mapping approaches to IGH analysis typically perform poorly (see [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}).Figure 1Histogram of the Edit Distance between Each Allele from the IGHV (Pseudo)Gene Database and its Most Similar Allele (with Respect to Edit Distance)Figure 2Read Depth of IGH Region for CHM1 WGS PacBio Reads Mapped to CHM1 Reference Using minimap2 with Default Parameters, Demonstrating Significant Deviation from the Expected Coverage, Including at Positions Containing IGHV Genes, Which Are Marked by Vertical Green Lines

To date there have been two attempts at IGHV genotyping using high-throughput sequence from germline DNA-sourced materials, both focused exclusively on functional genes. For clarity, we consider a successful IGHV genotyping result to report all the IGHV genes present in a given sample and report the allele for every copy of every IGHV gene. Work by [@bib26] created a whole-genome sequencing (WGS) Illumina short read analysis pipeline for identification of IGHV and T cell receptor sequence using a reference mapping-based variant calling and frequency thresholding. Although the results of their paper are initially impressive, with 8,750 novel IGHV sequences having been found, there have been doubts raised regarding the accuracy of the findings by others in the field ([@bib24], [@bib1], [@bib9], [@bib7]). One of the main criticisms is the reliance on a genome reference. The high degree of haplotype diversity mentioned above means that any reads that may originate from an insertion or novel sequence in the IGH region, relative to the mapping reference, will be missed from the pipeline.

The other work on IGHV genotyping using germline sequence data has been done by [@bib16], [@bib15], also using WGS Illumina short read data. Although their initial work also relied on whole reference genome mapping, without addressing possible novel insertion sequence, their later work avoided this pitfall by mapping short reads directly to IGHV reference sequences. This method focuses on gene identification and copy number calling. However, their method calls alleles only for 11 functional genes, as they identify these as only having a single copy per chromosome. Additionally, there are seven groups of genes, each of which is a set of genes they are not able to differentiate owing to high sequence similarity.

One increasingly popular approach to investigating the variations within the genes of the IGH region is through genotype and haplotype inference, using repertoire sequencing data. Although the analysis of germline sequencing data is challenging, gathering sequencing data on expressed IGH sequences, typically called Adaptive Immune Receptor Repertoire sequencing (AIRR-seq), is commonplace, has established protocols, and can easily be sequenced to a high depth ([@bib22]). The availability and quality of these data make it an appealing source to infer and investigate the germline sequence; however, owing to the nature of IGH sequence expression this is not straightforward. An IGH mRNA sequence, as expressed by a B cell, is not only different from the germline sequence owing to VDJ recombination, but has potentially also undergone somatic hypermutation, which introduces new variants relative to the germline sequence. However, despite these challenges, there have been numerous published studies and tools that have investigated the IGHV germline sequence through repertoire sequencing inference and have been successful at identifying novel IGHV alleles and features ([@bib6], [@bib5], [@bib1], [@bib4], [@bib19], [@bib21]). There has additionally been work done on haplotype inference through statistical learning frameworks, using the IGHJ genotype ([@bib10], [@bib9]) and/or IGHD genotype ([@bib7]) as an IGHV haplotype indicator.

However, it has been noted that there are challenges to performing IGHV germline analysis through repertoire inference. For example, recent work has demonstrated that inferring some IGHV variants can be nearly impossible because of the unpredictable removal of 3′ bases during VDJ recombination or be particularly hard to overcome at regions of "mutational hotspots" ([@bib10]). Additionally, it has been shown that the initial reference database used can affect the reliability of inference calls for alleles that are highly similar ([@bib10]).

Another inherent challenge to IGHV inference is the effect of non-uniform expression of certain VDJ configurations. This effect can be additionally complicated by the types and ratios of B cells that are sequenced. Fundamentally, since inferring the presence of some allele is dependent on the allele being expressed, the lack of some allele does not indicate its absence in the germline sequence. This means that, although inference may result in the identification of confident true positives, true negatives are impossible to differentiate from false negatives. Additionally, since the repertoire is adaptive and dynamic, some method to account for possible temporal biases to expression ratios is necessary to confidently make claims regarding the general functional significance of the presence or absence of any given allele. The effect of expression bias is also particularly relevant to haplotype inference, whose reliance on gene usage estimates can be directly confounded by expression bias ([@bib7]).

Although inference techniques have made significant progress at genotyping despite the challenges, there has been little work done on the other major sources of IGH heterogeneity, namely, SVs and CNVs. These variants are expected to be common, as work by [@bib25] has discovered several large-scale insertions and deletions in the IGH region, each containing multiple IGHV genes. However, this work was done using Sanger sequencing of BAC and fosmid clones, which is prohibitively expensive and time consuming. Haplotype inference has had some success at CNV calling, deletion detection, and even phased haplotype calling ([@bib7], [@bib9]); however, it is limited by gene expression bias as noted above. The work by Luo et al. includes copy number calls but does not call alleles for genes with CNVs, thus missing a critical step in the path toward complete haplotype calling.

Another large gap in our knowledge about IGH heterogeneity are non-coding sequence variants. Non-coding sequence is already known to play a critical role in the antibody repertoire as it contains the recombination signal sequence, which is required for V(D)J recombination ([@bib8]). However, limitations in methodology have inhibited investigation into possible further effects through mechanisms such as enhancers and promoters.

Identification of novel IGH and IGHV sequences, genes, and alleles is an important problem, as it has been noted that the primary database for IGH gene reference sequences, hosted by the international ImMunoGeneTics information system (IMGT) ([@bib14]), is incomplete ([@bib18]), and the complexity of the IGH locus is likely to lead to high sequence heterogeneity across individuals and populations. However, there is still a need for fast IGHV genotyping of known alleles using common data types that are not specific to IGH research. Such tools can be integrated into standard precision medicine pipelines, allowing for investigations such as disease association studies to be done with larger sample sizes. Although the performance of IGHV genotyping tools may suffer initially depending on their degree of reliance on established IGHV reference databases, they will increase in accuracy as databases become more complete over time.

In this paper we present *ImmunoTyper*, an IGHV genotyping and CNV calling tool that is the first to be based on long read data. By using long read data we ensure that reads span the complete IGHV coding region, and they provide information from non-coding regions, at the cost of increased sequencing error rate over short read technologies. In order to avoid the gene expression biases found in inference-based methods, it utilizes WGS to provide a complete picture of the IGHV germline landscape. Although ImmunoTyper in its current implementation is solely for rapid genotyping of known IGHV alleles, several of its design features, such as allele identification using ambiguity instead of identity, can allow for implementation of novel allele discovery in future versions of the tool. Finally, ImmunoTyper is the first IGH-specific tool to report non-coding sequence by providing high-quality sequence for regions flanking IGHV genes, as well as the first to provide allele and CNV calling for the vast majority of IGHV pseudogenes.

Results {#sec2}
=======

Owing to the lack of published IGH germline sequences, our ability to validate allele calls and copy number variants is limited. As a result, we performed experiments using simulated data using both the GRCh37 and GRCh38 references, which are the only published complete IGH sequences. Since the GRCh38 IGH reference is derived from the CHM1 hydatidiform mole haploid genome ([@bib25]), we were also able to perform tests with real data using publicly available WGS data for CHM1. For clarity, we used CHM1 instead of GRCh38 to reference this sample.

Simulated Data {#sec2.1}
--------------

Simulated data experiments were set up with the goal of testing the ImmunoTyper method, without the confounding effects of unavoidable noise inherent in WGS datasets.

For generating the simulated data, we first extracted the IGHV genes and pseudogenes, along with 1-kbp flanking regions, from the GRCh37 (NCBI NC_000014.8:106031614-107289051) and CHM1 (NCBI NC_000014.9:105586437-106880844) references using the NCBI GenBank annotations ([@bib3]). Next, we discarded all sequences corresponding to alleles that are ignored (as described in [Transparent Methods](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We simulated the reads from the IGHV-containing sequences at 20x using Simlord ([@bib20]) in single-pass configuration, resulting in a 15.8% mean total error rate. This resulted in 2,360 reads for the CHM1 sample and 2,236 for the GRCh37 sample. The reads are simulated so that their length matches the length of the extracted sequences (2,300 bp) to emulated extracted subreads from a WGS sample. The resulting sets of reads were then combined and provided as input to ImmunoTyper. The option "\--no-coverage-estimation" was used to skip the subread coverage estimation step described in [Transparent Methods](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, and use the user provided depth parameter of 20x. For the CHM1 and GRCh37 samples, 1,524 and 1,323 of the inputs reads, respectively, were identified as ambiguous and assigned in the second stage of the pipeline.

In addition to these simulated haploid runs, the subreads from both samples were combined to create a set of 4,596 reads that simulate a diploid sample. Of the input reads, 2,760 were identified as ambiguous.

Results are shown in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}, where ImmunoTyper demonstrates strong results in all simulated samples, with precision and recall above 94%, with the exception of 89% recall in the simulated CHM1 sample. Note that the results in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} are for all functional IGHV genes and non-functional IGHV pseudogenes. Additionally, in all cases except GRCh37 ImmunoTyper was able to successfully differentiate alleles that were distinguished by only a single SNP (see section Investigation into False-Positive Allele Calls and [Figures S5--S7](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Note that True Pos indicates the allele was called by ImmunoTyper and was present in the sample, False Pos indicates the allele was called by ImmunoTyper but was not in the sample, and False Neg indicates the allele was not called by ImmunoTyper but was present in the sample.Table 1Genotype Results for Simulated and CHM1 Real Data SamplesSample\# IGHV Occurrences in Reference\# IGHV CallsPrecisionRecallTrue PositiveFalse PositiveFalse NegativeCHM1 (simulated)11711194.6%89.7%105612GRCh37 (simulated)11210997.2%94.6%10636CHM1 + GRCh37 (simulated)22922794.3%93.4%2141315CHM1 WGS11711087.3%82.1%961421

WGS Data with Validation {#sec2.2}
------------------------

ImmunoTyper was tested on the publicly available CHM1 PacBio sequence (62x coverage; SRA: SRX1164774) ([@bib2]), and the resulting allele calls were validated as with the simulated CHM1 data. A total of 7,772 reads were extracted from the WGS sample, 3,131 of which contained at least one complete IGHV gene with flanking sequences, resulting in 5,176 subreads; 1,431 were identified as ambiguous. [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} shows that ImmunoTyper successfully genotypes the WGS CHM1 sample with reasonable precision and recall values of 87% and 82%, respectively, and is able to successfully differentiate alleles that have as few as four distinguishing SNPs (see section Investigation into False-Positive Allele Calls and [Figure S8](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Sequence Recovery and Reference Mapping {#sec2.3}
---------------------------------------

To further evaluate the performance of ImmunoTyper in subread error reduction, consensus sequences (including coding and non-coding flanking sequences) from all clusters were mapped back to their reference sequence using minimap2 ([@bib27]) with default parameters. As shown in [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}, ImmunoTyper reduces the median sequence error rate by at least 86% from the raw read error rate. Visualizations of the distribution of error reduction can be found in [Figures S1--S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Note that the expected error rate for PacBio reads is taken from [@bib11].Table 2Allele Sequence Error Reduction ResultsSampleExpected Read ErrorMedian Mapping ErrorCHM1 (simulated)15.8%2.0%GRCh37 (simulated)15.8%2.0%CHM1 + GRCh37 (simulated)15.8%2.2%CHM1 WGS16.19%[a](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}2.3%[^2]

Investigation into False-Positive Allele Calls {#sec2.4}
----------------------------------------------

In order to investigate whether sequence similarity is a major contributor to false-positive allele calls, for each sample we plot the number of false-positive alleles against the number of SNPs that distinguish them from their most similar allele in the sample. We also include true positives in the plot to provide context for the minimum number of variants ImmmunoTyper needs to successfully differentiate and call alleles. The plots can be found in [Figures S5--S8](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Identification of Sequence Differences between GRCh37 and CHM1 References {#sec2.5}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

The GRCh37 and CHM1 references have significant difference in sequence and IGHV gene composition. The two references together contain four of the six known IGH insertion sequences listed in IMGT and partially cover a fifth ([@bib14], [@bib3], [@bib13], [@bib12]). In [Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}, we provide the IGHV genes and pseudogenes contained in each insertion sequence, as well as list the source reference and an individual identifier.Table 3Sequence Differences between CHM1 and GRCh37 ReferencesInsertion IdentifierReferenceGenes and Pseudogenes Present and Their AllelesACHM11-69\*06, 1-69-2\*01, 2-70D\*04, 3-69-1\*01BGRCh374-31\*02, (II)-31-1\*01CCHM1(II)-30-21\*01, 4-30-2\*01DCHM13-64D\*06, 5-10-1\*03EGRCh373-9\*01, 2--10\*01, 1--8\*01FCHM17-4-1\*01

The simulated diploid sample is the most suited to evaluate ImmunoTyper\'s ability to identify inserted sequence as it covers the most amount of insertions. [Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"} provides a summary of the gene and allele calls for IGHV genes and pseudogenes belonging to inserted sequence. ImmunoTyper was able to call the presence and correctly identify the alleles 12 of 14 genes and pseudogenes contained in the inserted sequences, demonstrating the ability to identify known insertion sequences in a sample. The missing allele calls were likely lost owing to high coding and flanking sequence similarity with other genes in the region (89% and 88% sequence identity for 3-69-\*01 and 3-71\*01; 1-8\*01 and 1-69\*06, respectively).Table 4IGHV Identification in Insertion Sequences Between GRCh37 and CHM1 in Diploid SampleInsertionReferenceNumber of Genes and PseudogenesNumber of Matching Genes in ResultNumber of Correct Allele CallsMissing Allele CallsACHM14333-69-1\*01BGRCh37222CCHM1222DCHM1222EGRCh373221-8\*01FCHM1111

CNV Analysis {#sec2.6}
------------

There are several IGHV genes in the GRCh37 and CHM1 references that are present with multiple copies. The greatest number of CNVs are present in the GRCh37 + CHM1 diploid sample, and ImmunoTyper\'s results for calling all CNV genes in the sample are summarized in [Table 5](#tbl5){ref-type="table"}. ImmunoTyper accurately calls the copies and alleles for the CNV genes in the sample in all cases except for 1-69, where the incorrect calls are likely a result of the extreme challenge of differentiating the \*01 and \*06 alleles as they differ by a single base pair. The 4-31 gene is included despite having a copy number of 2, because the second copy (4-30-2) is due to a duplication in the B insertion sequence in GRCh37, rather than diploidy.Table 5Calls for Known CNV Genes in the CHM1 + GRCh37 SampleGeneNumber of Copies in SampleNumber of Copies\
Copies CalledCorrect Allele CallsFalse-Positive CallsFalse-Negative Calls1-69451-69-2\*01, 1-69\*06, 1-69\*061-69\*06, 1-69\*061-69\*012-70332-70\*01, 2-70D\*04 2-70\*133-64333-64\*02, 3-64D\*06 3-64\*024-31224-30-2\*01, 4-31\*02

Discussion {#sec3}
==========

ImmunoTyper represents a generalizable approach to multigene genotyping and copy number analysis. The results described above, although limited in sample size, provide robust validation of the methodology against publicly available genotype calls that have been produced through gold-standard approaches.

In addition to accurate genotyping results with high precision and recall, the low mapping error rates described in section Sequence Recovery and Reference Mapping demonstrate the success of our clustering approach, especially considering the high error rates of the source reads and moderate sequencing depth. However, it is clear that complete IGHV genotyping using long reads is especially difficult. ImmunoTyper under-reported the number of IGHV genes present in the CHM1 WGS sample, likely because of variation in the sequencing depth or IGHV-containing subread dropout due to subreads not being identified as a result of high sequence error. Subread dropout and potential noise from mistakenly including subreads from elsewhere in the genome, such as the 2 IGH orphons, are also likely explanations of the difference seen in the results of the CHM1 WGS and CHM1 simulated samples, in addition to the unavoidable shortcomings of simulating sequencing data. There also remain a few outlying cases in all samples where the allele call was incorrect and/or the sequence recovery had a high number of errors. Given the proportion of IGHV alleles that have a high degree of sequence similarity, it may be exceedingly difficult, if not impossible, to achieve perfect genotyping and CNV calls using error-prone long reads without reducing the sequence error rate through a method such as CCS reads or increasing the sequencing depth.

In addition to identifying known IGHV alleles, ImmunoTyper also provides an opportunity to discover novel sequences through the following features. First, the *Mapping-based clustering* step clusters reads based on ambiguity rather than on allele sequence similarity. This allows for reads originating from a novel allele to be clustered with the closest matching allele in the database. Super-clusters also account for novel alleles, as they are formed solely based on read-to-read sequence similarity and are therefore not dependent on the known allele database. Finally, the *non_code_cov_var* error function acts as a reference-free counterbalance to *code_var_cov* error function, as it is independent of allele references and influences clustering based on read-to-read similarity, under the constraints of variant depth. As a result, the user is able to call novel alleles using the output consensus sequence for each IGHV gene. However, owing to the challenge of calling novel alleles using long reads, especially if they differ significantly from known alleles, ImmunoTyper is focused on known allele calling.

In addition to IGH, there are other regions of the genome where ImmunoTyper could be applied with minimal modification. In particular, the immunoglobulin κ and λ light chain loci and the T cell receptor loci are related to IGH in that they all share a similar multi-gene segment construction and undergo V(D)J recombination ([@bib8]). [@bib15] have taken this approach by applying their tool to the T cell beta variable locus. Extending the protocol to these similar regions is an accessible opportunity to investigate lesser-studied regions of the genome, given the current configuration of ImmunoTyper.

Fundamentally, ImmunoTyper is the first IGHV genotyping tool to use error-prone long reads, the first to integrate pseudogene calls, and the first to provide data on non-coding sequence that flanks IGHV genes. Although it is developed specifically for IGHV analysis, the approach and the integer linear programming formulation for allele assignment is generalizable to any multi-gene genotyping and copy number analysis problem with known alleles.

Although this initial investigation was intentionally limited to samples that have published gold-standard references, the results make us confident that ImmunoTyper represents the closest attempt at complete IGHV genotyping using WGS data to date.

Limitations of the Study {#sec3.1}
------------------------

By limiting our testing of ImmunoTyper to samples with published gold-standard references, we can be confident in the accuracy of our results; however, that comes at the cost of a certain degree of generalizability. We can speculate that there may exist IGH haplotypes that have combinations of IGHV alleles, either previously described or novel, which are challenging for ImmunoTyper to accurately identify. However, in the absence of further complete IGH haplotypes or alternative validation methods to compare ImmunoTyper with, we are limited in our ability to significantly test ImmunoTyper beyond what has been demonstrated in this paper.

Methods {#sec4}
=======

All methods can be found in the accompanying [Transparent Methods supplemental file](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Data and Code Availability {#appsec1}
==========================

The datasets used for obtaining the results of this article can be retrieved from the Sequence Read Archive (SRA) via accession number SRA: SRX1164774. These datasets have been published in an article by [@bib2]. The instructions to generate simulated data used in this article can be found in [Simulated Data](#sec2.1){ref-type="sec"}.
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========================

Document S1. Transparent Methods and Figures S1--S9
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